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Abstract—The purpose of this report is to assess the accuracy
of the breathing depth and ventilation metrics as computed by
OMshirts and OMbras. 5 men and 5 women participated in an
incremental exercise test where their breathing was monitored
by a metabolic cart, at a lab that will be referred to as the
Peak Center. At the same time, their biometrics were recorded
with OMsignal technology. There was a technical failure in the
OMsignal recording of 2 of the men. One of the women had
difficulty adhering to the protocol, which resulted in unreliable
data. In the end, 3 men and 4 women were analyzed in detail.
The subjects were scored based on their Pearson correlation
coefficients between their metrics as measured by a metabolic
cart, and their analogous metrics as measured by OMsignal
technology. Additionally a measure of worst case bias based on
comparison of a linear regression model with a kNN model is
used in order to quantify non linearities.
In the end, all three men and two of the four women were
within tolerance. One of the women who failed (W1) had a
significant bias, but this occurred in a region of the test that
was not important for identifying AT or VT. The final woman
who failed (W5) had an issue with excess breath detections in
the OMsignal data. The subject reported that she believes this
pattern is consistent with how she breathes. However, these
detections caused significant issues for AT/VT identification,
which was impossible for this subject from the OMsignal data.
In conclusion, the ventilation measure from OMsignal technology was shown to be sufficiently correlated and linear with true
minute ventilation to be useful for AT/VT identification in 6 out
of 7 analyzed subjects. The 7th subject was accurately identified
in the separate AT/VT validation as having no discernible
inflection points. Given this, it is recommended to always allow
an option of ’not available’ in applications that require assessing
AT/VT.

of breathing depth in use and this verification is focused on
ensuring breathing is accurate for this purpose. Any other
purpose used in the future will require revisiting verification
to ensure performance.
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I. P URPOSE AND S COPE

•

The work described in this report is concerned with
verifying the accuracy of the OMsignal correlates of minute
ventilation, implicitly verifying both breathing depth and
breathing rate. The primary purpose is to verify the existence
of a linear relationship between OMsignal ventilation and
actual minute ventilation during running, and while wearing
a properly fitted shirt or bra. This linear relationship is
required to exist only for a single subject during the course
of a single run. This is acceptable because AT/VT values are
estimated by combining estimates from single sessions. It
has also been observed in the past that the depth relationship
is rarely consistent over a long period of time for a single
subject. AT/VT estimation is currently the only application

•

PCBBB Data: Peak Center breath by breath data.
Contains data (breathing rate, tidal volume, minute ventilation) for each detected breath by the Peak Center’s
metabolic cart.
Logger: An OMsignal box with special firmware for
registering the raw signal data in internal flash memory
for later retrieval by USB.
Tidal Volume: Correlate of breathing depth provided
in the PCBBB data. The difference in volume of air
between the inhale and exhale.
Minute Ventilation: Derivative of volume. Given in
litres per minute of air consumed. For the filtered
PCBBB data and the OMsignal data it is calculated
by multiplying breathing rate with tidal volume or
breathing depth respectively.
Detection Event: a detection and associated time index.
Can be either an OMsignal algorithm detected exhale or
a PCBBB detected exhale.
TP: True positive. A true detection event.
FN: False negative. A missed detection event.
FP: False positive. An additional incorrect detection
event.
Symmetric Percent Error: given variables A and
B, the symmetric percent error is defined as 1 −
min(A, B)/max(A, B). Wherever the term % Error is
used, this refers to symmetric percent error.
Information Deficiency: This is defined as the phenomenon where a single value of OMsignal ventilation
/ breathing depth corresponds to multiple values of
true ventilation / breathing volume. The information
measured by OMsignal is insufficient to represent the
true value. This is distinguished from the phenomenon
of non-linear bias. Both of these phenomena result in
error when considering a linear error metric of the
OMsignal measurement, such as the Pearson correlation
coefficient.
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